Bust Along the Border
By John Brizziola

"We can't tell you the most common places to hide contraband," says 38-year-old Terry Fox, a senior inspector with United States Customs at the San Diego Thomas Del Mar Intermodal Terminal, "but they're usually under a car, a truck, in the back of a pickup, or in a hollow tree. They're usually tied up, a lot of times you can see them." Fox says that the most common items smuggled into the United States are drugs, but other items such as weapons and electronics are also transported. "We don't want to give away our methods," Fox says, "but we're always looking for new ways to catch people." The Border Patrol is always on the lookout for new smuggling routes and methods.

Why Nobody Messes with Susan
By Thomas K. Arnold

With less than a year to go before San Diego voters decide whether to extend Mayor Susan Golding's stay in office, the city is in turmoil. A new service candidate had emerged, and the incumbent mayor, Susan Golding, had received a barrage of criticism. Some critics have called her a "rubber stamp" mayor who is more interested in politics than in governing. Others have accused her of being too soft on crime. A recent poll showed that only 39% of voters support Golding, while 58% oppose her. The campaign is heating up, and the race is wide open. The future of the city is in the hands of the voters. Will Susan Golding continue to lead San Diego, or will a new mayor take the reins? Time will tell.
Gloria's Glories
By Ale Opencar

In other parts of the world, she would be called a shartner. Pronounced pretty much as you see it written, shartner is a Valhalla word from the Ger- 
man short running strong, to the world of leatheryoth- 
ers. It is very much like a 
kind of girlie mask, but for 
men. It is also a very popular 
outfit in parts of the world where 
other suits and ties reign, a shartner is a "shade of black,"- 
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Blind Among Enemies

BY PETER GRIFFIN

David had not been able to walk for several weeks. He was recovering from surgery to remove a tumor from his leg. Even though he could not walk, he continued to attend meetings of the support group for people with visual impairments. He felt a sense of solidarity with others who had faced similar challenges.

David's wife, Linda, was with him at the meeting. They had met at the hospital, where David was receiving treatment for his leg cancer. Linda had been a constant source of support for David throughout his ordeal.

As the meeting ended, David thanked Linda for her help. "I couldn't do this without you," he said. "You're my rock." Linda smiled and nodded in agreement.

"Thank you," she said. "I'll always be here for you."
$9.95
PER MONTH

First we deliver the world's largest
paging network. Then we offer it
for a price that makes our
competitors eat their words.
For only $9.95 a month,
PageNet delivers a
world of reliability.
service and features.
And leaves you a little something
extra for lunch.

The World's Largest
Wireless Messaging
Company
9300 Tempco Centre Dr.
San Diego, CA 92121
455-7243

Internet • http://www.pagenet.com

It wouldn't be a change. We
wouldn't make a change. It's
not us. Not really. Not really at
all. You wouldn't believe how
different things are. In the
company, in the values, in the
way things get done. It's
amazing.
Speed of Light. Cost of lunch.

$9.95
PER MONTH

First we deliver the world's largest paging network. Then we offer it for a price that makes our competition eat their words.

For only $9.95 a month, PageNet delivers a world of reliability, service and features.

And leaves you a little something extra for lunch.

The World's Largest Wireless Messaging Company
1000 Tidewater Cresent Drive
San Diego, CA 92101
455-7243
Internet: http://www.pagenet.com
HOLIDAY REDUCTIONS
THAT WILL PUT
A SPARKLE IN
YOUR EYE!
50%-70% off selected items
14-KT. GOLD CHAINS AND
BRACELETS STARTING AS
LOW AS $12 PER GRAM
Visit us to check out the 70% off items.
Listener favorites: 14K and 10K jewelry.
David & Sons
Come visit us at our new locations.

SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN
SUPER-FLAT RATE
Language World
692-3181

Contact Lens Replacements
F R E E G I F T I D E A
give gargoyles this holiday


guaranteed lowest prices in town!
We're As Simple As 1.2.3.

B E E R
BREW IT YOURSELF
B E E R
- Homebrewing Kit
- Dark Ale (
- English Strong Ale
- New Guinea Stout
- British Pale
- Welshale
- Free Classes

SUBJECTS NEEDED
Basal
Cell Skin
Cancer
Treatment
At Northside Medical Center
2502 Memorial Circle, Suite 200
(800) 342-2163

Cosmetic comment:
Hair restoration
now fit to be tried.

You don't like the loss of your hair thinning. You
want to try so much, so fast. You believe that you
are not using enough or the wrong ingredients. You
are stagnating at the same level. You want to
be a beauty.
There’s no limit to the loot you can take home during Barona’s 25 Days of Christmas.

"From December 1 through Christmas day, we’ll be giving away over $200,000 worth of prizes, including laptop computers, TVs, stereo, golf trips to Scotland, surf trips to Hawaii, ski trips to Aspen and sleigh loads full of cash.

There are six big winners every day. And on Christmas Day, the Grand Prize winner will unwrap a trip for two around the world plus $10,000. Drawings will be held every two hours from 2pm to midnight. So come early and stay late because you must be here to win.

Take I-8 to 67 North. Right on Willow Road. Left on Wildcat Canyon Road 6 miles to Barona.

It’s just like the 12 Days of Christmas. Only doubled.

BARONA CASINO
619-443-2300

No purchase necessary. Must be 21 to play. Complete contest rules at Barona Casino.
The Surefire Way To Combat Boring Holiday Office Parties.

This holiday season, get away from the office and into ULTRAZONE. Our laser adventure party packages include everything you'll need for a fun, festive office free for all. See Call us, and turn your office party into a guaranteed blast.

Bringing in one of these coupons, The Zone Employs you. The more you use, the less you spend.

1 FREE GAME
2 FOR 1

ULTRAZONE - THE ULTIMATE LASER ADVENTURE

Phone Matches Success Stories:
Daniel and Monica Munn

CHRISTIAN MAN looking for a woman with the right heart. Looks important.

Daniel: My friend and I were talking about this ad because the others woman's matching. I just wasn't interested in the right person. I thought I was going to have to go to another ad, maybe Australia.

Monica: I presented a few ads over several months but then I gave up for a while. I thought to myself, 'I'm a 35-year-old woman living in the U.S. In the words of a Christian ad and found the words... with the right heart.'

Daniel: The message Monica left was perfect. She said she was looking for a Christian who would settle down to be a husband and father. I thought it was a perfect match.

Monica: Our first date was three days before Christmas. We met at a park, and she was wearing a Santa hat. I had to bring my own white Christmas music. She asked, 'If you were married, would you buy your wife for Christmas?'

Daniel: I wanted to ask Monica out on a few occasions, but she didn't seem interested. When we went out, it was like she was looking for two kids. Everyone got along well.

San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282

Do you have a Phone Matches "Success Story" to share?
If so, write in or fax us by the end of the year, and we'll print it in our February issue.

Do it now!
Art-Lovers in a State of Crisis

Nowhere in the world will you find works of art with greater organic unity, aura, and presence than the paintings of Ross Blecker.

The renowned former sculptor Ross Blecker's paintings of the USA's mystical landscapes capture the essence of the American wilderness in a way that few others have ever achieved. Blecker's paintings are celebrated for their ability to transport the viewer to the heart of the natural world, a feat that is seldom replicated in contemporary art. Between 1979 and 1993, Blecker produced a series of paintings that have come to be known as the "Serene Landscape" series, which are renowned for their evocative use of light and shadow, and their ability to create a sense of the sublime.

These paintings are truly a work of art in every sense of the word. They do not strive to be realistic, but rather to evoke a feeling of serenity and awe in the viewer. This approach is known as "serenism," and it has become one of the defining characteristics of Blecker's art.

A simple line can start a whole new series. The Still Night Paintings series, which is one of the most beloved of Blecker's works, is a perfect example of this approach. The paintings are meticulously crafted, with each stroke of the brush carefully planned and executed. The result is a series of works that are both beautiful and thought-provoking, a testament to Blecker's dedication to his craft.

Blecker's art has been exhibited in galleries and museums around the world, and has been featured in numerous books and articles. His paintings are highly sought after by collectors, and his work continues to inspire artists and art lovers alike.

But Blecker's art is not just about the paintings themselves. It is about the experience of looking at them, of being transported to the natural world in a way that few other artists have ever been able to achieve. This is what sets Blecker's art apart from the rest. It is a true work of art in every sense of the word.
6th Year Strong!!
San Diego's most popular dinner theatre just got better!

Lawn Chairs, Indoor Seating

Dinner & Show Packages

Tickets: (619) 220-TIXS or 236-5101

The NUTCRACKER
San Diego Repertory Theatre
December 16, 17, 23, 24

WEST SIDE STORY
8 PERFORMANCES ONLY!
DECEMBER 18 THRU 23

The Musical That Took Broadway By Storm!
The Last of Country Dick

He enjoyed bitching, moaning, and grumbling about having to get up any time before noon or checkout time.

Wednesday morning, November 28th, I hooked up with about 8 a.m. to get over to Club Bocca for the grand opening. I was supposed to get there about 9:30 a.m. to help a friend of mine, but I had to get to the studio at 9 a.m. So, I decided to drop by the club before heading over to the studio. I was supposed to meet up with my friend at 10 a.m., but I had to get there earlier to help with setting up for the opening.

I called my friend to see if she was still at the club. She said she was, but she was waiting for me to arrive. I told her I was on my way and that I would meet her there. We decided to meet at the club around 10 a.m. to help with the setup for the opening.

We arrived at the club around 10 a.m. and started helping with the setup. We worked for about an hour and then we had to go back to the studio to get some more gear. We returned to the club around 2 p.m. to help with the final touches before the opening.

The club was completely remodeling and it looked great. The walls were painted white and the floors were made of wood. The lighting was fantastic and the layout was perfect. We worked for about another hour and then we had to leave to get back to the studio.

Grand Opening Weekend

Club Bocca has been completely remodeled! Incredible new sound, video and light for your entertainment!

Friday, December 1st 1995

Morris Day
with fler funky hits

Jungle Love And The Bird

The Funky Disco Christmas Ball

The Date
Saturday December 1st, 1995

The Time
8:00 pm til 1:00 am (after hours)

The Dress
Seasonal Club Figure

Two rooms of dancing, plus a billiards hall.

Uptown Live the House of Funk and Disco

Mother Love

First Downtowers in the Dance Club DJ JC Spinning

Retro and Progressive Dance Until 1:00 am

$1 Bud Lights • $2 Wine

$2 Jagermeister Shots

Admission $3 with invitation, $5 without

Directions: Take Interstate 65 East to Tuscaloosa
Take the 1st exit at Camino del Rio South
Club Bocca • 2630 Camino del Rio South • (205) 399-3060
Pellis Doll Productions Info Line (205) 418-2439
I was watching Dick, not for his performance, but for possible equipment failure with his drum kit—the same drum kit for 13-plus years.

It was almost 6:30 p.m. when we walked into the space that looked like a warehouse. The venue, Tower 360, was an old参加凤凰城的活动并注册的场地方name. From the outside, it looked like an industrial building, but inside, it was a spacious and intimate venue.

The stage was set with a drum kit that had been with Dick since the beginning. The drums were well-worn, with the old finish peeling off in places. Dick was dressed in his usual black shirt and jeans, and he was focused on his playing.

As Dick started to play, I noticed that the snare drum was slightly askew. I wondered if it was the equipment failing, or if it was just part of his style.

I decided to ask Dick about the drums after the show. He told me that the snare drum was his favorite, and he had used it for many years. He said that the slight tilt was actually a part of the drum's character. He laughed and said, "You can't beat a drum that's been around a while."

I walked towards Dick, and as I talked, I noticed a slight tremble in his left hand. I asked him if he was okay, and he nodded yes.

Dick told me that he had been having some trouble with his left arm, and he was considering getting a new drum kit. I asked if he had thought about retiring, but he shook his head and said, "No way. I love this stuff too much to give it up."

Dick continued playing, and I was struck by his passion and dedication to his craft. Despite his physical challenges, he continued to perform with grace and skill. I left the show feeling grateful for the opportunity to witness such a talented musician at work.
Hill's Bill
The problem of a movie about the life of James Butler Hickok is the problem with the life itself.

The girl's own grand single-act finale. (The West, the Kansas, and Hickok.)

FREE LIFT TICKET TO SNOW SUMMIT!
Everyone attending ENDLESS WINTER will receive a certificate for a FREE late season lift ticket to Snow Summit!
Valid April 10, 11 & 12, 1996

TODAY!
AT SPECKELS THEATRE

SAN DIEGO
Thur- Nov 30 • 6:00 & 9:00 • Spreckels Theatre
Fri- Dec 1 • 6:30 & 9:30 • Spreckels Theatre

ENCINITAS
Sat- Dec 2 • 6:00 & 9:00 • La Paloma Theatre
Sun- Dec 3 • 2:00, 5:00 & 8:00 • La Paloma Theatre

Tickets available at Ticketmaster, selected Sport Chalet stores and the theater box office.
Cooking on Rollerblades

Cookbooks are no longer just for cooking.

By Mary Berridge

**REVIEW**

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**NOMINATIONS**

For the cooking book of the year, the judges have selected three finalists:

2. *Rollerblading Cookbook by Jane Smith* (Published by Random House, 1995)
3. *Rollerblading Delights by Alex Johnson* (Published by HarperCollins, 1995)

**FULL REVIEW**

*Rollerblading Recipes* by Mary Berridge is a unique culinary project that takes cooking to a new level. The book is a collection of recipes that can be cooked while rollerblading. The judges were impressed by the creativity and feasibility of the recipes, which include things like banana split smoothies and chocolate-covered strawberry pizzas. The book also includes tips on rollerblading safety and nutrition. Overall, it's a fun and innovative addition to the cookbook genre. 

---

**Speed Feasting**

Enjoy a quick meal on your rollerblade.

---

**FREE Appetizer**

Up to 8" with a $5 purchase

**SAWADDY THAI**

**THAI**

**SMOOTHIE & JUICE BAR**

**NOW OPEN**

4301 Mission Rd. • (805) 380-5005 • Pacific Beach • 312-5643 • 1250-660-7120 • 123-560-9120 • 123-560-9120

**Free Delivery**

**Look for us in Menlo Park**

---

**FRESH BLEND**

**Now Open**

---

**Claremont-Oakland Mesa**

---

**State University**

---

**Claremont-Oakland Mesa - UNIVERSITY CITY**

---

**Mission Valley**

---

**Downtown**

---

**North County Inland**

---

**North County Coastal**

---

**South Bay**

---

**UPPERS**

---

**REACHES**

---
Gutsy and Rich Flavor

"Now this is real Mexican. You don't get it at Taco Bell."

It really pays to stretch your culinary imagination and explore new avenues. Trying out the menu at El Compadre Mexican Restaurant was one such culinary adventure. I was pleasantly surprised by the rich flavors and authentic dishes that this restaurant offers.

The decor is simple yet inviting, with wooden tables and comfortable seating. The menu lists a variety of dishes, from appetizers to desserts. I started with the enchiladas, which were filled with beans and cheese and smothered in a spicy tomato sauce. The enchiladas were served with a side of rice and beans, and both were very satisfying.

For my main course, I chose the carne asada, which is a popular Mexican dish made from grilled beef. It was cooked to perfection, tender and juicy, and the flavor was outstanding. The dish came with a side of Spanish rice and beans, which complemented the meat perfectly.

I also tried the tres leches cake for dessert, which was a delicious treat. The cake was moist and light, with a sweet and creamy filling.

Overall, El Compadre Mexican Restaurant offers a great dining experience with delicious food and reasonable prices. It's definitely a place worth revisiting!
NO 900# ACCESS?

4 MASSAGES FOR $49!

Choose 4 Professional Massage Therapists Close To Your Location And Experience A Complete Session With Each

FOR ONLY

Cassie Minas, L.M.T.
Rhonda Minas, L.M.T.
Marcia Doerner, M.H.P.
Ronnie Anderson, M.H.P.

Available in Limited Areas
271-7269

SDSU Area

Why pay up to $18 a day for airport parking?

FREE CAR WASH

$5

$63

0.27
day)

SAN DIEGO AIRPORT PARKING

DEARINGER

2771 Route 21 in San Diego

574-1177
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

24 HR PHONE OR FAX FOR PRIVATE PARTIES, SEE FORM ON PAGE 117

GET IN THE GROOVE!
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$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

24-HOUR PHONE OR FAX TO PRIVACY PARTIES. fill FORM ON PAGE 11.

Attention musicians!
Are you between gigs? Short of cash? Get an instant cash loan on your guitar, amp, saxophone, etc.

NEW SAN DIEGO STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday: 10am - 7pm
Sunday: 12pm - 6pm

WE LEND MORE, INC.
1131 E. 39th Street
National City • 672-1267

Music Central
Customer Service is Our Commitment
OPEN 7 DAS • Financing Available

SOUND & LIGHTING
3 DAYS ONLY
Many items below cost!
SAN DIEGO'S BICYCLING SUPERSTORES
AMERICA'S LARGEST FULL-SUSPENSION DEALER

Largest selection of kids' bikes on the West Coast!!

Check Out Our Full-Suspension Demo Program.

BMX FREESTYLE CRUISERS
$104
ZASKAR
$120

Scooters, unicycles and tricycles also available.

Full Selection of BMX RACE GEAR

GT AGGRESSOR
Lowest priced suspension, bike only $259

SAN DIEGO
4637 College Ave.
583-9121

CARMEL VALLEY
3850 Valley Centre Dr.
655-8003

SANTÉE
8790 Gwynnaca St.
448-1875

NEW THREE LOCATIONS

THE BIKE SHOP
FREE LIFETIME SERVICE!

Buy a new bike from us and have it serviced at any of our three locations for life.

FULL SUSPENSION
$699.99

GARY FISHER • GT • BMX • HARO
GIANT • DIAMOND BACK • PROFLEX

FREE U-LOCK or HELMET

w/purchase of any new major name-brand bike through December.

New to San Diego...
KONA BIKES!

AVCO FINANCING

15% Off Everything in the Store SALES!

SPORTS TRIVIA
Scores/Frewards
1-900-335-3506

WE WILL MATCH ANY LOCALLY ADVERTISED PRICE!
INCUSING TUNE-UPS AND REPAIRS:

European Cycles
1511 Orange Ave. #100 • 386-1560

1995 NOV
Fabulous Savings on Spectacular Fine Jewelry!
20,000 ITEMS NOW $59 or LESS!
Gifts They'll Love! Prices You Can Afford!

KALEIDOSCOPE FINE JEWELRY